Preparing Kids for Transitions Ahead
Jeanne Blake: As the pandemic endures and we head toward a new school year, we can help children prepare to meet
new situations with confidence. As our advisor, Dr. Paula Rauch, a child psychiatrist at Massachusetts General Hospital
says, “If we “pre-process” with children how life will feel different in any transition, they'll be more resilient.”
Here's why this “pre-processing” is so important: The part of the brain responsible for executive functioning – planning,
organizing, and managing emotions – continues to develop well past the age of 18. And with this not-yet fully developed
executive functioning, most kids need help preparing for and planning for new challenges, disappointments, or surprises.
Dr. J.J. Jenkins, a child psychologist at Massachusetts General Hospital, and I presented to employees at Blueprint
Medicines. He explained the benefits of preparing kids to meet new situations:
Dr. J.J. Jenkins: By pre-planning and going through that process with somebody, you help them identify challenges or
opportunities before they experience them. So, when that opportunity comes, they feel more empowered. They feel more
competent. And, also, they have real world tools to deal with those challenges.
Jeanne: Alicia Mezzoni is a fifth-grade teacher in Dracut, Massachusetts. She explains how she's preparing her kids for the
coming school year and how she hopes other parents might talk with their kids:
Alicia Mezzoni: It's hard to tell them exactly what to prepare for because we don't know what to expect. With my own kids
I say, "Well, this could happen. So, what would that look like for us? How would you feel about that?" And the feelings are
the most important part. "How would you feel if it looks like this?" "What are you most looking forward to about going
back to school?” “What are the things that you're most nervous about? Why are you nervous about those things?" It’s
going to be different for each kid. It's going to be different for each family. But just processing what things could look like –
and how kids feel about those things.
Jeanne: Children have dealt with a lot of uncertainty over the past 17 months and the coming months are certain to bring
more. By following the expert guidance of Dr. Rauch, Dr. Jenkins, and Alicia Mezzoni, we can help prepare children to meet
new challenges ahead and to stay emotionally strong and healthy.
This interview was edited for brevity. The video of Dr. J.J. Jenkins is provided courtesy of Blueprint Medicines.
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